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Qe~~'~"r12, 19991et~elr from NIHDirector, Dr. Harold
-i<~atlnus'toRalphNader.dames Love and Robert
'Yeis~man, responding to their request calling on the

NIH to pr,e>vide the World Health Organization, WHO,
access to US government funded medical inventions.

'c
___-,--i-~,,,>C.....' ~~.~,-.__,-. ,-._,-._

(RalphNader, James Love and Robert Weissman each received separate letters.)

Dr. HaroldE. Varmus
, '. -Building 1, 126

National Institutes ofHealth
Bethesda, Maryland 20892

James Love
C()ll.sPJ'!1er Project on Technology
P.O. Box 19367, Washington,DC 20036

Dear Mr. Love:

Thank you for your recommendations on how the National Institutes ofHealth (NIH)
could interact with the World Health Organization (WHO) to provide it with commercial
development rights to NIH-owned and -funded health care patents. As we are both aware,
the licensing of Government inventions has received much attention in recent months
from Members ofCongress, patient advocacy groups, representatives ofindustry and the
press. The public debate has been galvanized by concerns about the AIDS crisis in
developing countries and the role of anti-AIDS therapeutic drugs in addressing that crisis.

This proposal, if implemented, would have powerful repercussions on the current
framework for drug development arising from federally supported basic research. I am
concerned that your proposal that the NIH employ its "Government use" license
authorities to grant WHO standing authority to contract for the production of
Government-supported inventions so as to make anti-AIDS drugs available-for less cost
than offered by pharmaceutical manufacturers would put the current system at risk
without necessarily resulting in greater accessibility to these drugs. I am also troubled by
the implications of the NIH intervening on behalfof sovereign foreign governments in a
situation in which many of those governments have the authority to achieve the same
result and in which U.S. intervention on this matter has not been requested.

Moreover, the AIDS crisis in developing countries is a public health problem involving
much broader issues than access to anti-viral drugs. The question of the supply of drug
products must be considered in the context of the eqnally important issues ofmedical
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infrastructure, public health programs, treatment monitoring and compliance, and
emergence of drug-resistant HIV strains. Unilateral action by Nlli with regard to Nlli
supported patent rights would consequently be ill-advised and unlikely to succeed.

My specific thoughts on the intellectual property aspects of this matter follow.

Programmatic Background

In the early 1980s, Congress enacted the Bayh-Dole Act and the Stevenson-Wydler
Technology Innovation Act (with later amendments, including the Federal Technology
Transfer Act of 1986) to encourage the transfer ofbasic research fmdings to the
marketplace. The primary purpose of these laws is economic development: specifically,
to provide appropriate and necessary incentives to the private sector to invest in federally
funded discoveries and to enhance U.S. global competitiveness. To implement these
mandates, the Department ofHealth and Human Services (DHHS) has designated Nlli as
lead agency for technology transfer for the Public Health Service (PHS).

While NIH respects and is sensitive to the economic development intent of the
authorizing legislation, it carries out this mandate in accordance with its public health
mission. For inventions developed within PHS laboratories, Nlli (and PHS) Patent and
Licensing policies consider public health needs as well as financial and market forces.
For example, the PHS Patent Policy states that patent protection should be sought where I,

further research and development is necessary to realize a technology's primary use and ..
future therapeutic, diagnostic, or preventive uses ""04 P~'~l"'-lllrv~Ulv O~ p~"'vU"~ soiup
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On balance, I am not convinced of the benefit of the standardized transfer of
manufacturing and distribution rights to the WHO or any other nonprofit organization.
Critical to successful technology transfer is the assurance that the Government will
exercise its intellectual property rights in a responsible, prudent, and consistent manner.
Undermining licensed intellectual property rights would, I believe, unnecessarily
jeopardize the development of important therapeutic drugs.

NIH and WHO Interaction

Not all technologies that would be of use to developing countries are currently licensed.
In the past, the NIH and WHO have worked together on licensing joint inventions and in
negotiating with third parties. In one notable instance, NIH approached WHO with the
possibility ofmanufacturing certain vaccines important of developing countries.
Unfortunately, limitations of resources did not permit WHO to take advantage of such an
offer. NIH welcomes, and is pursuing, further discussions with WHO on what can be
done to assist developing countries with health care needs. I have directed my technology
transfer staff to engage WHO on the intellectual property aspects of this matter.
Discussions between my staffand WHO representatives are currently being facilitated by
Dr. Stuart Nightingale of the Food and Drug Administration.

I appreciate the opportunity to explain our position on this issue.

Sincerely,

Harold Varmus, M.D.
Director

._---------------,----

September 3,1999, Ralph Nader, James Love, Robert Weissman letter to Dr. Harold
Varmus, Director ofNIH, asking for NIH to give the World Health Organization, WHO.
access to US government funded medical inventions.



In conjunction with the patent strategy, the PHS licensing strategy gives preference to
nonexclusive licenses so that market competition and broad distribution are fostered.
Exclusive licenses are granted when such rights are believed to be necessary to ensure
product development. As to inventions developed with NIH funding, the Bayh-Dole Act
gives NIH grantees and contractors authority to retain title patents and to license
inventions that arise from the NIH funding.

As you have pointed out, the Government has a royalty-free license to practice and have
practiced an invention it owns or has funded on behalfof the United States and on behalf
of a foreign government or international organization pursuant to a treaty or other
agreement with the United States. This royalty-free license provides the Government with
no-cost use ofa technology it invented or funded. It does not provide rights or access to a
licensee's final product. The Government use contemplated by this provision has been
interpreted generally to include research use, although its full scope has not been
determined. Providing the owner of the technology (licensor) freedom to do further
research is a common and reasonable provision of exclusive licenses. To our knowledge,
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After a quarter century ofwhat by most objective
standards has been an exceptional success, the Bayh
Dole law is under increasing attack today.

Most ofthe attacks have come from individuals who
have little experience with the comprehensive nature

.ofhow the law is implemented. They do not know
what Bayh-Dole does and does not do, and why
certain features were incorporated in the law.
Equally important, these nay-sayers have no
appreciation for the factors that motivated our efforts
to develop this legislation in the first place. Most
unfortunate of all, these modem-day experts in
technology transfers apparently do not understand
the basic factors on which our nation's free enterprise
system is based. .. _."' ~--__
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tech industry. That the univ~sity is aware of the importance ofpursuing non-
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exclusive licensing ofpatent<\} process or biological material invention useful in the

making oflife science products is ~denced by the authors reference to "Nine Points

to Consider in Licensing University TechnologN.
f.-

VII ~Yl1u1'l CHI;,
~er, the authors make clear that they would not be satisfied even if

•
the university community successfully identified all the process and biological

material inventions that should appropriately be licensed on a non-exclusive basis as

they indicate such licensing is unnecessary, primarily because a cost to the licensee is

attached.
(

This position demonstrates the authors failure to understand a primary

purpose ofnot only Bayh-Dole but the patent system itself. In the 17th century age of

enlightenment, John Locke pointed out as a natural right that "Man hath a right to

what he has mixed his labors with" (6). This served as the underpinning of the British

3



patent system that in tum served as the foundation for the founding fathers inclusion

ofArticle I, Section 8 of the Constitution (7). (The footnote supports this.)

Bayh-Dole permits the use ofnon-exclusive licenses as intended by the

patent system as an incentive and reward to inventors and the university licensor to

remain involved in the difficult iterative process of research and development. The

drafters of Bayh-Dole knew, for example, that failure to recognize inventor rights

Wa v I~ lte(v}1-- ./\,# ~IJ (f ,6,41"1 fIJI~
.f88aitcsin @sJJ7??1llted failure! to report inventions and iMtgPC'ls o&pMm+ pfilii jtt8ft

fJ\lW\ N \,., ,,'- ~/. ~~ k- e /.1iJ~ ,. "
on their own behalft(~J'. J. . j _ ..I (' , ... ( I (II
.. • Til"....... ''iN.-....n-r~' "r /' . .

- (.,..tAA-u "4.*t.
Further, the complaints listed by the authors regarding the costs attached

n...."'t.{
to non-exclusive licensing are no more than what~d be expected from potential

"buyers" when bargaining with a "seller" in an open market. Such buyers should have

no expectation whatever of a free ride on the seller's effort to provide the services

offered along with the expertise on its intended use. The author's description of such

services by the seller as a "tax" is both derogatory and completely unjustified, as the

cost involved is the seller's estimate of the cost entailed with a reasonable profit.
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The authors conclude their comments regarding non-exclusive licensing

by indicating that:

"Where exclusive licenses are not required for
commercialization, one may ask whether universities
and public sector labs should be patenting research at
all.II

Clearly they believe that universities and their inventors are deserving of

no consideration whatever for the efforts expended in bringing their inventions into

public use. We need note here that there is nothing in Article I, Section 8 which

excludes inventors and their assignees from the benefits bestowed by the patent

system notwithstanding that their invention has been partially funded with federal

funds.

The author's position on exclusive licensing of government funded

inventions is not explicitly discussed other than their comment that they:

"... should not be exclusively licensed unless it is
clear that doing so is necessary to promote the
commercialization of that research. II

We would submit that it is now exactly the reason universities chose to

grant exclusive licenses rather than a non-exclusive license. However, even if the

5



above comment is acceptance ofthe Bayh-Dole policy ofpermitting university

exclusive licensing if they believe that necessary, the authors tie that decision to a

government requirement that the invention so licensed be monitored to see that they

are "priced fairly". This concept was unsuccessfully tried by NIH from 19--L to

19 L and abandoned after industry refusal to enter into any licensing agreements

with NIH during that period (8) and is not required by Bayh-Dole. To mandate such a

requirement would require amendment of both Bayh-Dole and the FTTA and would

on the basis of the NIH experience make BD, FTTAand SBIR inoperative for their

intended purposes.

We now tum our attention to the author's primary reliance on the work

of individuals characterized by Senator Bayh.

C:\Documents and Settings\user22\Desktop\200B-12-22-DRAFT-BD-Paper.doc
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~enlightenment • DE "ItS nut tisw, John Locke pointed out as a natural right rW-

..Ii 1l11i1itMnd that "Man hath a right to what he has mixed his labors with" (6). This

served as the underpinning of the British patent system that in turn served as the
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"Where exclusive licenses are not required for
commercialization, one may ask whether universities
and public sector labs should be patenting research at
all. II

Clearly they believe that universities and their inventors are deserving of

no consideration whatever for the efforts eX~ded in bringing their inventions into

public use. We need note here that there is nothing in Article I, Section 8 which
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excludes inventors jIf"their assignees from the benefits bestowed by the patent system 1n» j
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The author's position on exclusive licensing of govermnent funded

inventions is not explicitly discussed other than their comment that they:

"... should not be exclusively licensed unless it is
clear that doing so is necessary to promote the
commercialization of that research. II

We would submit that it is now exactly the reason universities chose to

grant exclusive licenses rather than a non-exclusive license. However, even if the

above comment is acceptance of the Bayh-Dole policy of permitting university
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INTRODUCTION

I n 1791, the earliest predej:essor to theU.S. Patent Office considered
adopting a flrst-to-file system to settle disputes between intenennl(

patent applicants and chose not to do SO.2 In 1966, a President's
Commission on the Patent System recommended adoption of a first-to
liIe system, and Congress rejected it after a negative reception by
industry and bar associations.' In 1990, the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) published a "basic proposal" draft treaty that
would have imposed a first-to-file system on all signatories, including
the United States.' This proposed ''fundamental change" in U.S. parent
law was met with active opposition, and no interestedassociations took
a position in favor of it.'

Now, in 2001, the question arises yet again, as the U.S. continues to
consider becoming a signatory to the latest edition of WIPO's
harmonization treaty.' The U.S. Patent Office has requested comments
on whether the Il.S, should adopt a first-to-file system, which the treaty
in its present form would require all signatories to do.

This article analyzes the command of Article I, Section 8 of the
U;5. Constitution that Congress may gnmt exclusive rights to
"inventors" for their "discoveries," The conclusion of this asialysis is

1 Mr.Soominen is a registered patentagentand aD independent inventor witb several patentsand
pendingapplications. The author is indebted to Louis J. Hoffman, Bsq, for editorial assistance and
:support. .

2 P.J. Federico, Operation oftTlt Patent Aa of1790, 18J. Pat.Oft'. Soc'Y 237.Z48 (1936). .
3 Note, Fusr-TQ·Fi1e: Is Americtrn Adnption ufthe lntemational Standtl1tlin Patent lAw Worth the

Pri~? 1988 Colum. Bus.L, Rev.543, 544.
4 Edward G. Fiorito. Tire "BasicProposal': jor Har.monharilJn 01u.s. Md Worldwide Patent laws

S_ by WIPO. 73 JPTOS 83, 8S (1991).
SId. at 89.
6 Draft SubstaDtive Patent Law Th:aty. WIPO Doc. SCP/SI2 Prov. (Fcb. 2001), available: on chc

Internet at www.h1tP:llWww.wipo.int/$cplen.
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easily overlooked in the "horse trading" atmosphere of international
treaty negotiations, but it is of critical importance. The U.S. should not,
and must not, abandon the uniquely American, and uniquely successful,
flrst-to-invent system of patent protection prescribed by Article I,
Section 8 and maintained for over two centuries. .

. Sever";! c~:)Jnmentators have written many practical arguments
agamst SWItching to .a first-to-file system,' and others will no doubt
provide many more in response to the Office's Request for Comments.
Although those arguments are certainly supportive of the Constitution's
wisdom. i';l establis~g. a clear mandate for a first-to-invent patent
system, It IS the constItutIonal mandate on which we focus here.

CoNSTITUTIONAL TERMS OF REsTRICTION:
''INVENTORS'? AND "DISCOVERIES"

.. "At the outset it must be remembered," began the Supreme Court in
its seminal patent case of Graham v. John Deere Co.-, "that the federal
patent power Stems from a specific constitutional provision which
aIith~rizes th~ C.ongress 'To promote the Progress of ... useful Arts, by
secunng fo~ lll'?,~ted TIme~ to ... Inventors the exclusive Right to their.
. . Discoveries, In de~I<ling the fate of three patents before it that day,
the Court held that Article j, Section 8, the Constitution's patent clause,
"is both a grant of power and a limitation.'" Thus the Court observed
that the patent clause is not merely an open-ended invitation for
Congress to grant whatever patents it wishes to whomever it wishes.»
.. . The Co.ns?tutio~ thus authorizes Congress to secure exclusive
~~hts fo~ I,~ted. tImes. only to "i.nve!'tors," and only for their
.~~venes. This restricted authonzation was recognized by the
judiciary 24 years after ratification of the Constitution. In one of the
"~tearn~oat Cases:' the New York Court of Chancery observed that "the
powe~ grven to Congress ~o promote the progress of science and useful
Arts IS restricted to the nghts of authors and inventors.?u Subsequent

.. ::! ;~ Gabriel P. Katona, F~$HO-File - Not in the United States. 73 JPfOS 399 (1991); Cae A.
BklOmberg,ln Defensea/the Pimt-to-Invem Rule.21 AIPLA QJ. 255 (1993)'supra note3

. 8383 U.S. I (1966). ' •
:.9.1d. at S.

10 See Edward C. Walterscheid, Disparity Between the Patent Tenn and the Copyright Term. 83.. reros 233. Z49 (2001). .

.,. ~.1 See WELLlAM ?.R?BINSON, Tfm LAW OF PATENTS,FOR USEFUL INVEN1loN"S 69-70 (i890) ("The
s~bJect of the ~cluslVe ngilt mustb~ a writing ordiscovery of the person ro whom the rightis granted

. .:' .•.• :8$.~;allothermattea, Congress IS supreme"). .
:. 12livmgslon v. VQlJ Ingell, 91ohns. 505. 564 (t812).

decisions by the U.s. Supreme Court" and other federal courts" in the
early nineteenth century affirmed this view. . .

Who then are the "inventors" contemplated by the constitutional language
as being the only recipients of exclusivity? As Samuel Johnson defin~ t~e

termin the framers' era with his authoritative dictionary, and as the term IS still
understood today, an inventor is "one who produces somethin~ ne~; a devi,sor
of something not knownbefore."" Similarly, Johnsondefined 'To discover' as
"to find things or placesnot known before."I. .

The plain language of the terms would thus see~ to.settle the Iss~e, .
clearly prohibiting any firs~-to-~Ie system .as l:'ncons~tutionall~ denymg
actual inventors the exclusive nght to their discovenes. That IS not the
conclusion Edward C. Walterscheid has drawn." Walterscheid asserts
that the constitutional language "does not preclude the granting of pate~t
rights to one who is not the literal first.inventor."~· He bases this
conclusion largely on (1) contemporaneous mterpretation of the words,
(2) the founders' omission of the tenus "true and first" from
contemporaneous English law, and (3) spotty implementation of first-to
invent statutes in the early nineteenth century.

These views cannot withstand careful examination of Supreme
Court precedent and ordinary methods of constitutional interpretation.

. SUPREME COURT PREcEDENTON "INVBNTORS" AND "DISCOVERIES"

In 1870 the Court discussed how the term "inventors" in the patent
clause should be interpreted. The Court sustained validity of several
patents by emphasizing the role of patents as "public franchises:'

13 Shaw v. Cooper, 32 U.S. 292,. 318·19 (1833) ("This [constitutional] power was ex~ised by
congress . . . and from an examination of their various provisions. it clearly appears, that It was the
tatenncn of the legislature, by compliance with,the requisites or rhe [constitutional] taw, 10 vest the
exclusive right in the inventor only").

.14 Blam::hordv. Sprague, 3 Fed. Cas.648,650(D. Mass, 1839) (Story, J.); InreKemper, 14Fed.cas.
286, 287 (D.D.C.1841)(citing Article 1, Section8: "Thereit is evident that the 'discoveries,' the useof
which is to be secured, art the discoveries of inventors only'').

15 SAMUEL JOHNSON A D1CUONARY OFTHEENGLISH LANGUAGE (1787) asquoted byA.H. Seidel, The
Constitulion and aS~rd ofPatenJabUi/y. 48 J.Fat.Off.Soe'y 1. 13(1966).Seidel commented. ''The
present daymeaning ... can beconsidered the same, that is to bring into being something new as a
product ofone's own contrivance" (emphasis in original). .

16 It!. An alternate definition provided by Johnson (there arc several) 18 "10 makeknown; not ~
disguise; to reveal:' II could beargued, albeit somewhat impJausibly, that the~u~~

archaic definition of the term to cover the act of disclosure associated with tilmg an appUcanon.
However, see Seidel supm: "[IJt: is finnly established in the patent law that "discoveries" hasa more
restricted meaning. as being rite activity of aninventor." .

17 Edward C. welrerscheld, Priorityof InveMion~ How the UnitedStates Came to Havea "First-To
Invent" PatentSystem. 23 AlPLAQ.J.263, 281 (1995).

is iii. at 283.
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Finally, the Act contains language that deems issued patents or
specifications as

. at ntees was or werethefirst andprima facia evidence. that the said patentee or p e . thin ified. 24

true inventoror inventors, discover or discovers of the g sospec . '.' .,

The Act of 1793 hegins with language similar to that In the
iutroduction of the 1790 Act:

rsons shall allege that he or theyBe it enacted '.. . that when anyperson ~r pe
h.

manofaaure or composition of
- ed new and useful art mac me. .

have mvent any . art, machine manilfacture or
Y new and useful improvement on l11!y, •

mattes; or an d b 1< the application and shallpresent a
compositiona/matter. not knownor use e ore1 tters ent to'be made out_...

25petition n. it shall and maybe lawful ... to cause e pat

It also added a requirement that

. hall SWear or affirm, that he doeseve inventor, before he can receive a patent. .8 .. or. or
veri~ believe, that he is the t'!'~ inventor or dis~overer of the art, machine ,
improvement, for which he solicits a patent. . . . "

Th 1793 Act contained an updated version of the 1790 Act s repeal
e I "if it shall appear that the patentee wasprovisions, authorizing repeat 1 t "21 In addition it permitted a

not the true Inventor or dIscoverer.. .. . , '. ,
defendant to olead for a declaration of invalidity if. inter alia,

th!hi thus :ecured by patent,was not origbwlly discovered /ry the pa:entee,b~
eng" . had been described in some public work anterior to t:had been In use, or

supposed discovery of thepatentee. _.'2& ,. •

Finally, the 1793 Act added the first interference prOVISIOn In U.S.

patent law.". a e could better convey the desire of the Fi~t Congress

to je::~i;a;;:ithe exclusive righ~ for firs,; invHoentors tbi~ ;i:e1:.~
th hr "first and true Inventor ? w COU

use of e p asb ette ffirmed that same desire than by instituting anCongress have era

JPI'OS
Edwin Suominen

'as a matter of compensation to the inventors for their labor, toil, and expense in
"making the inventions. andreducing. the same to practice for thepublicbenefit, as
contemplated by the Coostitutionand sanctinned by the laws of Congress."

It seems unlikely that the Court would have used language so tilted
toward the activities of actua! reduction to practice if it had considered
the Constitution to contemplate "inventors" as including first filers who
reduced to practice after late-filing first inventors had already undergone
the "Iabor, toil, and expense in making the inventions,"

In an 1884 copyright case, the Supreme Court offered the following dicta
· interpreting the patent clause in Burrow-Giks Lithographic Co. v. Sarony: 20

In regard, however, to the kindred sobject of patents for invention, they cannot, by
~aw. be issuedto the inventor until thenovelty. theutility" andthe actual discovery

· or invention by the claimant havebeen established.

The Supreme Court recognized in that case that early statutes,
passed by the constitutional framers, established "almost conclusive"
interpretation entitled to at least "very great weight:'" Thus, what the
first patent act of 1790 and its immediate successor of 1793 say about
"inventors" and "discovenes" is critical to the analysis.

The Act of 1790 could not be more clear in its grant of exclusive
protection to the first inventor. The Act hegins as follows:

Be it enaCted ... thatuponthepetition of any person orpersons ... setting forth. that
-he, she. or they, have or have inventedor discoveredany USeful art. manufacture,
engine, machine, or device, or any improvements therein not before known or used.
· . it shallbelawful to . , . CaUSe letters patent to be madeout .. , .22

It continues with language anthorizing repeal of patents not granted
.ili.accordance with the requirements of the petition:

·[I]fit sball appear that the patentee was not the first lind true inventor Or discoverer,
j'!:'dgment shall berendered bysuchCourt fortherepeal of such patent orpatents ....Z3

,:,..1.~~'Seymour I{. Osborne, 78 U.S. 516. 533 (870) (emphasis added).; --~_.,..2,p:-l U .. V.S, 53.
.<1 III. at.51.

:~·;;~.fatentAet of 1790. § 1. 1 Slat. 109. 109-110 (emphasis added).
..'~rld. at. § 5. 111 (emphasis added).

24 l' t R. 6 III (emphasis added),
- ~u. a.~ • S 318 318-19(emphasis added).25 PatentAc:tof1793,§ i. r tat. ,

26 Id. at § 3, 321 (emphasis added).
27 fa.. at § 10. 323.
28 III. at.§ 6, 322 (emphasis added).
29 Id. at § 9; :3~~23 (emphasis added).



iItterierence sys!emW and protecting the patent rights of the "original
discoverer" agamst use or public work that occurred -'" . hi
discovei ardI f'.' '<Jter IS ownI.scovery, reg ess 0 his filing date?'! Can there th s b. d bb t the " . u eany out
a ou e construction placed upon the constitution" by the "m h
were contempor~with its formation" ill the Pate~t Acts of I;9~w ~
P93? Under.the mte!pretation directedby the Supreme Court's hol~
'{!,:;~W-GlleS ~n~ ItSrequire.d referenc,eto the Patent Acts of 1790 an~
lirst ~nd~~o:;:,~~~~ authorizes grantmg of exclusive rights only to

:,._.~ 'YaI~cheid states that wasnothing· th la - .award-"lIie patent to the Gmt inventor See ~k e nguage of Section 9 that obligatedthearbitrators [0
statemeolSee [d.at 318 ("Priority - hPra note 19 at 306" But laterhe seems [0 contract this
to who had invented first") In an s::s t? .a~ been ~eneralIy VIewed as requiring a determination as
arbif,rators carte blanche S~tion I dOd ~It .~ tmplaUSlble that this omissionwas intended to give the
requirements Set forth in'the other 1 . n steede anystandards r?r thearbitrators, instead relying onthe
':~ .tbe:arbilrators 'Were freeto a=.:o:a:r:~Ae:t forth~ guidance. Onecouldjustas wellconclude
._~d_.."be final. as fat' as respects the :r; Orr~~~t1ve or well-known devices.and such award
,~... I;(' ngo UI<> patent" 1 Stat 318 32 . '
:d.6~~n6ii:S~n~and~~re of thearbitraf?rs toabidebyi~ which Walte~ch~~S~Iy not
':,::'~1)See:2'bbmpson " Haig~~;~ue of tha

4
" t mtent under BUTTOw.(;i!es.. at ength,

'-32:. ::KBmt:E. W; "u·'" note 8.
:.., ". '., . HfI1lN01'ON. CoNS11I'UT1ONAL r.......ri_............... "'5,.,,3. Kt\ri:.P,enning. The0 . . UU""'-ACou,""vN J (1999). -

"1Q!~'.l1i, (1929). ngm of the Pat~r and Copyright Clouse oft/ze C(ms!itUlion. t7 Goo. L. J.

;s4' .Waltecscheid 3Upn:(note 17 at 181
~. , .

THE ORIGlNAUST VIEW OF ''INvENTORS'' AND "DISCOVERIES"

first_:~v~~,litft"'i~extd~~t;ditngprece?ent so Iinnly on the side of
.. . 0 sustain an argument for the

constitutionality of first-to-file under any theory f' .founder ,,, .. I' , 0 mterpretauon The
ith s ongma intent" provides no consistent basis for an argnment

et er way.
In. the originalist view, the Constitution should be inte e

a~ordI~g t~ nnderstandi.n~s made public at the time of its drafti:i' a~
fa. ~ca~on, WaI~rscheIds analysis appears to use this teehni g A
originalist analysis, however, does not provide a clear answ que. n
question of who are "inventors" of "discoveries" be h er to the
~~~e in jJre Consti~,Jtional. Convention with ~efer:'': t~ e{;ew~e~~
ac~~;':g~O :~~eed':t:':t: f:rence it." Walterscheid himself

ConvMention intended 'invento';' and ~diSC=ri~~~dm~!;';. what the
uchof Walterscheid's anal . f th fr ' . ,

cannot help but be hi hl YSI~ 0 e amers understandings thus
constitutional I g :r speculative. For example, he states that the
.., anguage seemed to suggest" that the exclusive right

THE MODERNIST VIEW OF ''INVENTORS'' AND "DISCOVERIES"

Some who would argue against a textualist or "original intent"
interpretation of the constitutional term "Discoveries;' may advocate
instead that the Constimtion is a ''living document adaptable to new

647Reo-Discovering Anlcle1.section 8

could be granted to other than the literal true and first inventor because
there "is no reason to believe that the framers were not conversant with
the English common law interpretation 'true and first inventor' to include
a first importer."" But an equally plausible explanation, in view of
Samuel Johnson's clear dictionary definition of the word "inventor;'" is
that the framers simply chose to avoid redundancy.

As another example, Walterscheid attributes the Patent Board's
decision to reject a first-to-file interference system alternately to
discomfort with deciding the actual filing date of petitions that were
originally filed with Congress and to political pressure from the
steamboat rivals Rumsey and Fitch." However, Walterscheid admits that
"that the board may have interpreted 'inventor' to mean the true and first,
i.e. original, inventor in a literal sense.""

Speculation could easily support an originalist view opposite
Waltersheid's. For example, Thomas Jefferson was one of the members
of the original Patent Board," and his part in its decision to reject first
to-file could well reflect his "original intent" as one of the framers.

Another one of the framers, Madison, apparently proposed
constitutional language securing "to inventors of useful machines and
implements, the benefits therefore, for a limited time."'· The thoughtfUl
originalist might thus discern, in that framer's mind at least, an
emphasis on actual reductions to practice rather than mere application
filings. If Madison's proposed language had been incOI]lorated into the
ratified Constitution, the result under an originalist interpretation may
well have been the restriction of patent protection only to tangible
"machines and implements" that had been shown to be useful, i.e.,
actually reduced to practice. Clearly, only a first-to-invent system would
be realistic where an application filing, without more, wonld be
insufficient to obtain a patent.

35·ld.
36 10HNSONsupra note 15.
37 Supranote 17 at 291~92.
38 ld. at 293.
39 Federico sUpra note 2 at: 238.
40 Fenning sup~ nQte 33at 114.In attnlluting this language toMadison. Ienning citesa fivevolume

Documentary HisttJ,'Y. o/~, :F0nstilution Of 1M UnitedStates OfAmerica published by theus, State
nepartment~~:,!~r~~.~)~!.an.d~. REcoRDSOFTHB~CON\IENTION (1911).

! .:' ':.
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Page 1

In a recent speech, Sen. Birch Bayh, co-sponsor of the Bayh-Dole Act

said:

After a quarter century of what by most objective
standards has been an exceptional success, the Bayh
Dole law is under increasing attack today.

Most of the attacks have come from individuals who
have little experience with the comprehensive nature
ofhow the law is implemented. They do not know
what Bayh-Dole does and does not do, and why
certain features were incorporated in the law.
Equally important, these nay-sayers have no
appreciation for the factors that motivated our efforts
to develop this legislation in the first place. Most
unfortunate of all, these modem-day experts in
technology transfers apparently do not understand
the basic factors on which our nation's free enterprise
system is based.

THE BASIS OF THE ACT

To the extent that the Act is "an exceptional success" should be

attributed to the drafter's understanding of the evolution, purpose and the intended

rewards of the U.S. patent system starting with John Locke's belief that:

A man has the right to what he hath mixed his labor
with" and "whatsoever then he removes out of the state
that nature has provided and left it in, he has with, and
joined to it something that is his own, and thereby
makes it his property'"

2 Locke, J. The Second Treatise on Civil Government, 1690.
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A hundred years later, the drafters of our constitution implemented these

principles and intended rewards by granting to Congress the power to secure "for

limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings

etS-
and discoveries" an incentive "to promote the progress of science and useful arts'",

"
James Madison, the primary draftsman of the Constitution, stated his

unequivocal support for this provision in the Federalist:

"The utility of this power will scarcely be
questioned. The copyright of authors has been
solemnly adjudged, in Great Britain, to be a
right of common law. The right to useful
inventions seems with equal reason to belong to
the inventors. The public good fully coincides
to both cases with the claims of individuals.!"
(emphasis added)

Abraham Lincoln fully embraced our patent system in his second lecture

on Discoveries and Inventions:

...In anciently inhabited countries, the dust of
ages-a real downright old-foggism-seems to
settle upon, and smother the intellects and
energies of man. It is in this view that I have
mentioned the discovery ofAmerican as an
event greatly favoring and facilitating useful
discoveries and inventions.

3 Article I, Sec. 8 ofthe United States Constitution.
4 Federalist, January 23, 1788.
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Next came the Patent laws. These began in
England in 1624; and, in this Country, with the
adoption of our Constitution. Before then, any
man might instantly use what another had
invented; so that the inventor had no special
advantage from his own invention. The patent
system changed this; secured to the inventor, for
a limited time, the exclusive use ofhis
invention; and thereby added the fuel of interest
to the fire of genius, in the discovery and
production ofnew and useful things." (emphasis
added)

It is exactly this fire of interest that was eliminated in the previous patent

policy system. Based upon a misguided, and arrogant, belief that extinguishing the

fire of interest would better serve the public, federal agencies took inventions from

their creators and gave them away freely through public dedication ofnon-exclusive

licenses. Predictably, this system failed miserably to produce commercial products;

although it had probably helped our economic competitors to easily search through

r JaG.'1 tu~ I~ rJ,"f' IlJII ""'4f1tt1 ;..
our best science looking for good ideas. 4ttM,J ~,,~-,:;. t fa . I

I.. ,.,r" ~f" 0 l,v"",... -4,IItI~ ~,.~.,.. & (IUU

Put simply, the drafters of the Act wanted to restore the incentives of the

,"filII\..
patent system to report invention and to attract corporate investment ~lieir

development and distribution. We understood that inventions resulting from

government research are conceptual in nature, and require significant investment by
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the private sector to bring them into practical appli~. To achieve this, e Act It~1WJIr,
accords the first option to all invention rights to the inventor and their assignees'

rather than the govermnent agency that financed their research, so together they are

free to leverage their rights to their advantage in the marketplace as intended by the

patent system.

The Act provides march-in rights to the government" as an extraordinary

measure to be used only when there is overwhelming evidence to show that the public

resources invested into an innovation were being wasted or abused. To the extent the

government pursues such property right, it must be done under proscribed due process

procedures as required by the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution':

5 §202BD
6 §203BD
7 No person shall be deprived oflife, liberty or property without due process oflaw. (emphasis added)
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EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS

That Senator Bayh's claim that his Act is "an exceptional success" is

clearly supported by at least the following:

(1) As of200?, American universities have witnessed a ten-fold

increase in their patents, based on an even larger increase of

invention reports, creates more than 2,200 licensed companies to

exploit their technology which has produced 260,000 new jobs

and have contributed $40 billion annually to the American

economy",

(2) China, Brazil, Malaysia, South Africa and India" on their own

initiative and evaluation, have determined to pursue legislation

modeled after the Bayh-Dole Act".

(3) Page 9 of Soderstrom? Google other important inventions

made under Bayh-Dole.

8 Economist
9 See para (2) above
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(4)

(5)

~
PermittedI#.patenting of all inventions made un the SBtR Act of

,"''f,. JJ. ,.,...,,,.)/-J
1982 which SCi; c a ; .Oil to attract VCr: for further

V\:."~"'.tI
dcvelopmente ~t""",~, r~•..tl .lI,Ir·"" tr

Jr-'1{;;rlJ "1J~~~tJ~ n

1ry '"., ,."'" • fIIr
Triggered substantial increase :ig,small business start-u;around

t. ,., '·~tI"'f.tI
.,~"'i"l1\ I , ~ .!I

research oriented universities in Palo Alto's "silicon valley" and

.r:" GftJ,A df~,~.".
Boston's "route 128

/
F.N. I~~~'::',.J

(6) Public statement from Governors' Strickland of Ohio and Doyle

t:~
~~ ..~/, ~ ~"/

~~~. , ........-------, ....---
ofWisconsin F.N.

Pta•.,•~ -h-e.(1)
See page 11 of Soderstrom (not commere:

r
~~{t>Jf" ~J ~;t(ltJ liv , 7
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In a recent speech, Sen. Birch Bayh, co-sponsor of the Bayh-Dole Act

said:

After a quarter century ofwhat by most objective
standards has been an exceptional success, the Bayh
Dole law is under increasing attack today.

Most of the attacks have come from individuals who
have little experience with the comprehensive nature
ofhow the law is implemented. They do not know
what Bayh-Dole does and does not do, and why
certain features were incorporated in the law.
Equally important, these nay-sayers have no
appreciation for the factors that motivated our efforts
to develop this legislation in the first place. Most
unfortunate of all, these modem-day experts in
technology transfers apparently do not understand
the basic factors on which our nation's free enterprise
system is based.

THE BASIS OF THE ACT

To the extent that the Act is "an exceptional success" should be

attributed to the drafter's understanding of the evolution, purpose and the intended

rewards of the U.S. patent system starting with John Locke's belief that:

A man has the right to what he hath mixed his labor
with" and "whatsoever then he removes out of the state
that nature has provided and left it in, he has with, and
joined to it something that is his own, and thereby
makes it his property'"

2 Locke, J. The Second Treatise on Civil Government, 1690.
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In the article in question, its authors might initially be identified as at

least "nay-sayers". This is certainly supported by a number of their comments

including the author's position that Bayh-Dole's "contributions to growth in U.S.

innovations" is overstated (1) and failure to identify in any way how Bayh-Dole might

benefit a developing country (2). But more important is the authors near complete

reliance on the faulty work of the individuals the Senator alluded to above (3). But

before addressing some ofthis work, we need to address the authors' representation of

the Act itself.

The authors begin by indicating that:

"Bayh-Dole encouraged American universities to
acguire patents on inventions resulting from
govemment-funded research and to issue exclusive
licenses to private firms [5,6].... " (emphasis added)

Not so! The Act is limited to providing a first option to title to such

inventions (4) so as to be able to elect to function under Article I, Section 8, of the
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Constitution (5) or not. The Act is entirely neutral as to whether universities exercise

that option and if they do, how they go about licensing.

Much of the author's article is directed to non-exclusive licensing under

Bayh-Dole. The record clearly shows that a large portion of executed licenses are

non-exclusive rather than exclusive. In this context, the authors discuss the non-

exclusive licensing of the Cohen-Bayer and Axel patents. In these situations, the

involved universities had the good sense to recognize that the patents involved

important processes that were useful in the possible creation ofmany life science

inventions which are now the basis for the numerous start-ups that make up the bio

tech industry. That the university is aware of the importance ofpursuing non-

exclusive licensing ofpatented process or biological material invention useful in the

making oflife science products is evidenced by the authors reference to "Nine Points

to Consider in Licensing University Technology".

However, the authors make clear that they would not be satisfied even if

the university community successfully identified all the process and biological
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material inventions that should appropriately be licensed on a non-exclusive basis as

they indicate such licensing is unnecessary, primarily because a cost to the licensee is

attached.

This position demonstrates the authors failure to understand a primary

purpose ofnot only Bayh-Dole but the patent system itself. In the 17th century age of

enlightenment, John Locke pointed out as a natural right that "Man hath a right to

what he has mixed his labors with" (6). This served as the underpinning of the British

patent system that in tum served as the foundation for the founding fathers inclusion

ofArticle I, Section 8 of the Constitution (7). (The footnote supports this.)

Bayh-Dole permits the use ofnon-exclusive licenses as intended by the

patent system as an incentive and reward to inventors and the university licensor to

remain involved in the difficult iterative process of research and development. The

drafters ofBayh-Dole knew, for example, that failure to recognize inventor rights

resulted in documented failures to report inventions and instances of patent protection

on their own behalf. (F.N.)
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Further, the complaints listed by the authors regarding the costs attached

to non-exclusive licensing are no more than what would be expected from potential

"buyers" when bargaining with a "seller" in an open market. Such buyers should have

no expectation whatever ofa free ride on the seller's effort to provide the services

offered along with the expertise on its intended use. The author's description of such

services by the seller as a "tax" is both derogatory and completely unjustified, as the

cost involved is the seller's estimate of the cost entailed with a reasonable profit.

The authors conclude their comments regarding non-exclusive licensing

by indicating that:

"Where exclusive licenses are not required for
commercialization, one may ask whether universities
and public sector labs should be patenting research at
all."

Clearly they believe that universities and their inventors are deserving of

no consideration whatever for the efforts expended in bringing their inventions into

public use. We need note here that there is nothing in Article I, Section 8 which

excludes inventors and their assignees from the benefits bestowed by the patent
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system notwithstanding that their invention has been partially funded with federal

funds.

The author's position on exclusive licensing of government funded

inventions is not explicitly discussed other than their comment that they:

"... should not be exclusively licensed unless it is
clear that doing so is necessary to promote the
commercialization of that research."

We would submit that it is now exactly the reason universities chose to

grant exclusive licenses rather than a non-exclusive license. However, even if the

above comment is acceptance of the Bayh-Dole policy ofpermitting university

exclusive licensing if they believe that necessary, the authors tie that decision to a

government requirement that the invention so licensed be monitored to see that they

are "priced fairly". This concept was unsuccessfully tried by NIH from 19-.1- to

19 L and abandoned after industry refusal to enter into any licensing agreements

with NIH during that period (8) and is not required by Bayh-Dole. To mandate such a

requirement would require amendment ofboth Bayh-Dole and the FTTA and would
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on the basis of the NIH experience make BD, FTTA and SBIR inoperative for their

intended purposes.

We now turn our attention to the author's primary reliance on the work

of individuals characterized by Senator Bayh.
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A hundred years later, the drafters ofour constitution implemented these

principles and intended rewards by granting to Congress the power to secure "for

limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings

and discoveries" an incentive "to promote the progress of science and useful arts,,3.

James Madison, the primary draftsman of the Constitution, stated his

unequivocal support for this provision in the Federalist:

"The utility ofthis power will scarcely be
questioned. The copyright of authors has been
solenmly adjudged, in Great Britain, to be a
right of common law. The right to useful
inventions seems with equal reason to belong to
the inventors. The public good fully coincides
to both cases with the claims of individuals. ,,4

(emphasis added)

Abraham Lincoln fully embraced our patent system in his second lecture

on Discoveries and Inventions:

v,

...In anciently inhabited countries, the dust of
ages-a real downright old-foggism-seems to
settle upon, and smother the intellects and
energies of man. It is in this view that I have
mentioned the discovery of American as an
event greatly favoring and facilitating useful
discoveries and inventions.

3 Article I, Sec. 8 of the United States Constitntion.
4 Federalist, January 23, 1788.
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Next came the Patent laws. These began in
England in 1624; and, in this Country, with the
adoption ofour Constitution. Before then, any
man might instantly use what another had
invented; so that the inventor had no special
advantage from his own invention. The patent
system changed this; secured to the inventor, for
a limited time, the exclusive use ofhis
invention; and thereby added the fuel of interest
to the fire of genius, in the discovery and
production ofnew and useful things." (emphasis
added)

It is exactly this fire of interest that was eliminated in the previous patent

policy system. Based upon a misguided, and arrogant, belief that extinguishing the

fire of interest would better serve the public, federal agencies took inventions from

their creators and gave them away freely through public dedication ofnon-exclusive

licenses. Predictably, this system failed miserably to produce commercial products;

although it had probably helped our economic competitors to easily search through

our best science looking for good ideas.

Put simply, the drafters of the Act wanted to restore the incentives of the

patent system to report invention and to attract corporate investment into their

development and distribution. We understood that inventions resulting from

government research are conceptual in nature, and require significant investment by
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the private sector to bring them into practical application. To achieve this, the Act

accords the first option to all invention rights to the inventor and their assignees

rather than the government agency that financed their research, so together they are

free to leverage their rights to their advantage in the marketplace as intended by the

patent system.

The Act provides march-in rights to the government" as an extraordinary

measure to be used only when there is overwhelming evidence to show that the public

resources invested into an innovation were being wasted or abused. To the extent the

government pursues such property right, it must be done under proscribed due process

procedures as required by the Fifth Amendment ofthe Constitution?:

5 §202 BD
6 §203 BD
7 No person shall be deprived oflife, liberty or property without due process oflaw. (emphasis added)
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EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS

That Senator Bayh's claim that his Act is "an exceptional success" is

clearly supported by at least the following:

(1) As of200?, American universities have witnessed a ten-fold

increase in their patents, based on an even larger increase of

invention reports, creates more than 2,200 licensed companies to

exploit their technology which has produced 260,000 new jobs

and have contributed $40 billion annually to the American

economy'',

(2) China, Brazil, Malaysia, South Africa and India" on their own

initiative and evaluation, have determined to pursue legislation

modeled after the Bayh-Dole Act".

(3) Page 9 of Soderstrom? Google other important inventions

made under Bayh-Dole.

8 Economist
9 See para (2) above
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(4) Permitted to patenting of all inventions made un the SBIR Act of

1982 which serve as protection to attract VC input for further

development.

(5) Triggered substantial increase in small business start-up around

research oriented universities in Palo Alto's "silicon valley" and

Boston's "route 128". F.N.

(6) Public statement from Governors' Strickland of Ohio and Doyle

ofWisconsin F.N.

See page 11 of Soderstrom (not complete)
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RETAlNING F!RsT-TO-lNvENT:
CONTINUED PROMOTION OF THE PROGRESS OF USEFUL ARTS

The Supreme Court has fouud a standard expressed .in the
Constitution, "inhe~nt requisites" of "innovation, adY~Ilcemel1t, and
things which add to the sum of useful knowledge." It 'isa standard that
"may not be ignored."" To conclude our analysis; of how the
Constitution would prevent adoption of any first-to-file system, it .is
appropriate to consider which system better promotes·.'thepr()gre~sof
useful Arts" and fulfills the Court's inherent requisites, The answer is
clear, and is consistent with the rest of the Consutution's pa~,J:1t clause.
The first inventor, unlike another person who "invents" later, but files
earlier, is the one who brings an innovation or advan""ment into being."
It is that person{Who fulfills the constitutional objective'and is entitl~d to
its prescribed reward. Thus the Constitution shows its wisdom; it'"
expressly prohibits what would hinder the results itrequires,

In consonance with this view, the Supreme Court observed that the
patent laws promote the constitutional goal of progress .

by offering a rightof exclusionfora limitedperiod as anincentive to inventors to'
risk the often enormous costs in terms of time, re5e~,anddeveloprnent. The
productive effort therebyfostered will havea positive effecton societythrQugh the.
introduction of new products and processes.of manufacture into the economy, and
b~e emanations by way of increased emplo~ent andbetter lives for citizcns.»

The Court .did not speak of incen~ves to'''win a race to the Patent
Office." It spoke, instead, in the traditional American terms of invention,
of research and development, of productive effort, .,

The United States is under intense pressure to conform to the rest of
the world and adopt a first-to-file system. As we have seen, however, the
Constitution of this country simply does not,allow for such a Change. Yet
it is entirely appropriate for the Uni~ .States, a country that progressed
from a small band of colonists to-being the single largest source of
worldwide patent ,filings," to continue standing apart in rewarding
"compensation for.[the] ingenuity, labor, and expense'w of first
inventors in producing their discoveries.

56 'Graham, 383U.S. 1,
57~;Kt;W6nee 0# Co. Il.}Jtpron Corp.• 416 U.S. 470 (1974) (emphasis added).
58" United Stat~resideJl,tS originated about 40% of all Per applications during i998 and 1999. more

than twlce jhe pereentage filedby residents of anyother singlecountry WIPO. The Patent Cooperation
Treaty (PC!') , in 1999. available OD the Internet at: www.wipo.intlpct/enfactivity/
1999/pcrin99.hbn#P22YS2.

59 Allen v.·HUlIler sUpranote 5~.
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648 EdwinSuominen JPI'OS
September 2001 Re-Disrovering Article I, Section8 649

situations"" ~d thus ~ould not prohibit a first-to-file system. Clearly,
h.ow~ver, no mterpretation ca.n be so expansive as to entirely vitiate a
significant term m a c,?nstitutional requiremenr,« Patents simply cannot
be granted to any ~ut Inventors" for anything but "discoveries.""

Ev~n modermsts rely on "deeply embedded traditional ways of
conducting govermnent" to give meaning to the words of a text or even
supp~r Jhem.~ What then, have been the "deeply embedded traditional
~ays In which the U.S. government has granted exclusive rights to
mve'.'to~s for their dis~o,:eries? Perhaps the most enduring and
consistently ~ollowed principle of Amencan patent law has been to
.grant such nghts to first and original inventors. The statutes and
p~blished .decision~ fon~d throughout the nearly two centuries of legal
history .smce ratifi.cation of the Constitution are an important
consideranon,e In view.of that "gloss which life has written upon" its
~()rds, th.e patent clause overwhelmingly favors a first-to-invent
mterpretation of its mandate.

e '" We begin with tJ;te decision of tJ;te 1791 patent board to reject a first-
to-file proposal, which tS appropnate for two reasons. First it was
arguably the firs.t administrative decision regarding snch a proposal
und~ the ConstitutiO'.', which had been in effect ouly three years.
'Nl;)thin~ co~~ be considered more "deeply embedded," or the start of a
mo,:,.. ~dltional. ~ay of conducting government" than that early
d~~slOn. Second, Jefferson was one of the three board members, and
his mfiuence on American patent law is well established."

. In 1826, the Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York
obse~ed that the whole law relating to patents, which remained
ess~ntially under the Act of 1793, could still be regarded as novel in the
U"~t~ States." That state of affairs did not prevent the court from
pomnng out that

41 Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. etuI. v. Sawyer, 343U.S.579.682 (1952)(vinson, CJ. dlssentl g)
Also, see WHl1TlNaroN supra note 32 at 196. Ill.

42 GREGORY !3ASSKAM. ORIGINAL INTENr AND THE CoNSlTTUTION 93 (1992) Bassham th gh
generally eschewing the oriel list . Th '. au. . l?oa. S VIew. quotes omasJefferson as expressing concern aboutelected
officials rendering me Consthuuca "a blankpaper by construction."

43 See supra notes 11-14.
_:.,1:: 44 Youngstown supra note 41.

"C:>A5 Ken.neth Burchfiel. Revising the "Original" Pateru Clause: PseudQhisrory in Consdturionai
J;cmsIIilC'!Ofl... 2 Harv. J. La:-v & Tech. 15~. 209 (1989)("In the effort to determinethe originelmean'
of a CO~stttuti~nal term, as In any legal history.a sinequanon is considerationof the most coherent~
~aslve ~vatlable.data,~nrained in statutesand published decisions"). ---. ....-

46 Fede~ consid~ It "very unlikelythat duplicate patentswere granted [by the bOard] to the four
,steamboat claunants without deciding thequestionof priority:' See supra note 2 at 249.

47 See Graham. 383 U.S. at 1. Also. see text at note39 supra
48 Thompson v.Haight. 23 Fed, Cas. 1040.104L .

lilt is very true that "the right to a patent belongsto him who wasthe firs' inventor,
even before the patent is granted:' [No citation given.] That is. none but the first
inventor can havea patent.49 .

Shortly after the Act of 1839 (and less pertinent Acts of 1842, '46,
'48, and '52)50, another federal district court observed that

[n]oexclusiveright can be grantedfor anythingwhichthe patenteehas not invented
or discovered. . . . the right of the patentee entirely rests on his invention or
discovery of that which is nseful, and which was not known before. And the law
gives him the exclusive use of the thing invented or discovered. for a few years. as
a compensation for 'his ingenuity. labor. and expense in producing it. '51

The court, in instructing the jury, addressed the question of whether
the plaintiff, who had been issued a patent for his invention, had
protection against issuance of a 'rival patent to the defendant under the
early caveat system then still in effect:

[The plaintiff] is protected by the law [against issuance of a rival patent], unless the
defendant's invention entitled him toa patent before theplaintiff applied forhispaten~52

Interestingly, the jury found for the defendant, evidently heeding the
court's instruction that "the one who perfected his invention first" would
be entitled to protection if both the plaintiff and defendant could
properly be considered rival inventors. This case, then, is an example of
a first applicant losing out to a first inventor under legislation enacted
some 60 years after ratification of the Constitution.

First-to-invent maintained its steady hand on the course ofAmerican
patent law through the remainder of the nineteenth century and into the
twentieth. In 1920, the D.C. Court of Appeals aflinned an award of
priority to an interference party who was first to conceive and first to
reduce to practice." The court observed that the award was grounded on •
what had been the rule in the Patent Office since 1872, a rule that had
received the approval of the court in earlier cases.'" Since then, it has
never become the law that one who "invented" later but filed first would
receive a patent against a first inventor who had not forfeited rights."

49 fd. at 1048.
SO See ROBINSON supm note 11at 78-79.
51 tWen v. Hunter. 1 Fed. Cas. 476, 471 (0- Ohio 1855)(emphasisadded).
52 Ttl. at 482-
53 Erben Yo Yardley, 267 F. 34S.
54 Hubbard v.Berg, 40 App. D.C.sn; 1'Jwntp&0ll U Storrie. 46 App. D.C. 324.
55 The first inventorcan forfeithis constitutional rights by hisactionor inaction,.jUSl: as the citizen

can forfeit 11kconstitutional rights (e.g., to vote) by his: actions (e.g., felonious crimes). Thestatutory and
commonlaw bas long ca.ntioned the first invemor to act diligently I~t he losehis rights. See 35 U.S.C.
102(b),(c),(d)(g);.Howe:~,$!upnawQ)', 12 Fed, cas. 678 (D. Mass. 1854) (First inventor "gave DCJthing to
the: oubHe!' ,(P.'littiield1iifb8d·."oolv an idea. never carriedout in a macbiuefi.e., actuallyreduced to




